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Abstract. We study some geometric properties of holomorphic

functions of proper contractions by using holomorphically accretive
mappings and semigroup theory.

In a series of papers [FK-78, 79, 82, 83, 86, 88] Ky Fan (see also
[AT-FK-79]) developed a geometric theory of holomorphic functions
of proper contractions on Hilbert spaces in the sense of the functional
calculus. His theorems and elegant constructions cover some classical
results of functional analysis (for instance, a theorem of von Neumann),
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as well as many results of complex function theory (for example, Julia’s
lemma, Wolff’s theorem and Harnack’s inequalities).

In particular, he studied some properties of holomorphic functions
of proper contractions produced by univalent star-like complex valued
functions (see [FK-78]). However, such properties as star-likeness with
respect to a boundary point and spiral-likeness were not investigated
at all.

In a parallel development [STJ-77] (see also [GKR-75] and [HLF-
STJ-79]) T. J. Suffridge defined spiral-like mappings in general Banach
spaces. He established some criteria for those holomorphic mappings
which preserve the origin to be spiral-like. These criteria generalize the
classical result of P.Montel [MP-33].

Note that in these studies a crucial assumption is that the origin is
a fixed point of the mapping under consideration.

In the present paper we use a different approach. This approach is
based on the theory of linear and nonlinear semigroups in the spirit of
Hille-Yosida. It will enable us to study spiral-shaped domains which
are biholomorphically equivalent to the open unit ball independently of
the fact whether the origin is inside or on the boundary of the domain.

Throughout, X denotes an arbitrary complex Banach space, IX

denotes the identity operator on X and ∆ denotes the open unit disk
of the complex plane C.

Recall that a complex Banach space valued function h defined on a
domain (open connected subset) D of X is said to be holomorphic in
D if for each x ∈ D the Fréchet derivative of h at x (denoted by Dh(x)
or h′(x)) exists as a bounded complex-linear mapping of X into the
Banach space containing the values of h.

If D and Ω are domains in X, then by Hol(D,Ω) we denote the set
of holomorphic mappings from D into Ω.

Let now D be the open unit ball in X. For x ∈ ∂D, let J(x) be
the set of all continuous linear functionals which are tangent to D at
x, i.e.,

J(x) = {l ∈ X∗ : l(x) = 1, <l(y) ≤ 1, ∀y ∈ D}.
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Definition 1. A set Ω ⊂ X is said to be spiral-shaped if there
exists a bounded linear operator Γ : X → X such that

<l(Γx) ≥ k > 0 for all x ∈ ∂D and l ∈ J(x) (1)

and
exp(−tΓ)y ∈ Ω for all y ∈ Ω and t ≥ 0. (2)

If condition (2) holds with Γ = µIX for some complex number
µ, <µ > 0, then Ω is said to be planispiral-shaped.

If condition (2) holds with Γ = IX, then Ω is said to be star-shaped.
In addition, if Ω is a domain in X, we will say that it is spiral (star)-

shaped with respect to an interior point (respectively, boundary point)
if 0 ∈ Ω (respectively, if 0 ∈ ∂Ω).

Note that the linear operator Γ which satisfies condition (1) of Def-
inition 1 is actually a so-called strongly accretive operator. For our
purpose we will need the generalized notion of a holomorphically ac-
cretive mapping which can be given in terms of the numerical range of
holomorphic functions introduced by L. A.Harris [HL-71].

More precisely, if h ∈ Hol(D,X) has a continuous extension to D,
the closure of D, then we define the set

V (h) = {l (h(x)) : l ∈ J(x), x ∈ ∂D}

to be the (total) numerical range of h.

Definition 2. We say that a mapping h ∈ Hol(D,X) is holomor-
phically accretive on D if

L+(h) := lim
s→1−

inf <V (hs) ≥ 0,

where hs(x) = h(sx), s ∈ (0, 1).

Now let H be a complex Hilbert space and let X = L(H) be the
space of all bounded linear operators on H. As above, D is the open
unit ball in X. For a function f ∈ Hol(∆, C) we define the function
f̂ : D 7→ L(H) by using the Riesz-Dunford integral:

f̂ (A) =
1

2πi

∫

γ

f(λ)(λI − A)−1
dλ (3)
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(see, for example, [DN-SJT-58], p. 568), where γ ⊂ ∆ is a positively
oriented simple closed rectifiable contour such that the inside domain
of γ contains σ(A), the spectrum of the operator A ∈ D.

It is clear that such a function f̂ maps D holomorphically into X =
L(H). We will call it l-analytic on D, and the original function f ∈
Hol(∆, C) will be called the producing function of f̂ .

Theorem 1. Let f̂ ∈ Hol(D,X) be a univalent l-analytic function
on D. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) f̂(D) is a spiral-shaped set;
(ii) f(∆) is a spiral-shaped set;
(iii) there exist µ ∈ C with <µ > 0 and a holomorphically accretive

function h : ∆ → C (respectively, ĥ : D → X = L(H)), such that

µf(λ) = f ′(λ)h(λ) (4)

for all λ ∈ ∆ (respectively,

µf̂ (A) = f̂ ′(A)ĥ(A) (5)

for all A ∈ D).

Corollary 1. The set f̂ (D) is spiral-shaped if and only if it is
planispiral-shaped.

Corollary 2. If the set f̂(D) is spiral-shaped, then its intersection
with every complex line is also spiral-shaped.

Using Proposition 2.14 and Corollary 2.17 in [PC-92], we see that if
f̂ (D) is spiral-shaped with respect to the boundary point 0 ∈ ∂f̂(D),
then there is a unique point τ ∈ ∂∆ such that

lim
r→1−

f(rτ ) = 0. (6)

Therefore in the sequel we will sometimes write that f̂ (D) is spiral-
shaped with respect to the boundary point f̂ (τI) := limr→1− f̂(rτI) =
0. Since τ = limt→∞ f−1(exp(−µt)w) with <µ > 0 for each w ∈ f(∆),
we will call τ the sink point of f . However, it turns out that the
spiral-shaped image of a mapping which is conformal at its sink point
is actually star-shaped. As a matter of fact, this phenomenon holds
for the wider class of isogonal mappings. More precisely, recall that a
univalent f : ∆ → C is said to be isogonal at τ ∈ ∂∆ [PC-92] if the
angular limits limλ→τ f(λ) and limλ→τ argf ′(λ) exist and are finite.
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Theorem 2. Let f̂ ∈ Hol(D,X) be a univalent l-analytic function

on D and let f̂ (D) be a spiral-shaped set with respect to the boundary

point 0 ∈ ∂f̂ (D). Let τ ∈ ∂∆ be the corresponding sink point of the

producing function f ∈ Hol(∆, C). If f is isogonal at τ, then f̂ (D) is
actually star-shaped.

To establish our theorems we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let D be the open unit ball in a Banach space X and
let f : D → X be a biholomorphic mapping on D. Then f(D) is
spiral-shaped if and only if there is a bounded linear strongly accretive
operator Γ : X → X and a holomorphically accretive mapping g : D →
X such that f satisfies the equation

Γ(f(x)) = Df(x)g(x) (7)

for all x ∈ D.
If Γ = IX , the identity operator on X, then f(D) is star-shaped.

To prove Lemma 1 we need some additional concepts and assertions.
We recall that the holomorphic vector-field

Tg = g(x)
∂

∂x
(8)

on a domain D, induced by a holomorphic mapping g ∈ Hol(D,X),
can be regarded as a linear operator mapping Hol(D,X) into itself,
where Tgf ∈ Hol(D,X) is defined by

(Tgf) (x) = Df(x)g(x), x ∈ D. (9)

Furthermore, each vector-field defined by (8) is locally integrable in
the following sense: For each x0 ∈ D there exist a neighborhood Ω ⊂ D
of x0 and δ > 0 such that the Cauchy problem





∂u(t, x)
∂t

+ g(u(t, x)) = 0

u(0, x) = x
(10)

has a unique solution {u(t, x) : |t| < δ} ⊂ D for each x ∈ Ω.
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Definition 3. A holomorphic vector field Tg defined by (8) and
(9) is said to be (right) semi-complete (respectively, complete) on D
if for each x ∈ D the solution of the Cauchy problem (10) is well-
defined on all of R+ (respectively, R), where R+ = [0,∞) (respectively,
R = (−∞,∞)).

Lemma 2. Let D be a bounded convex balanced domain in a com-
plex Banach space X and let h : D → X be a holomorphic mapping
on D. Then h is holomorphically accretive on D if and only if the
vector-field Th (= ∂

∂xh) is (right) semi-complete.

Lemma 2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.3 in [RS-SD-97] and
Theorem 1 in [HLA-RS-SD-99].

Proof of Lemma 1. Let D be a domain in a complex Banach space
X, and let g be a holomorphically accretive mapping on D. Then by
Lemma 2 the holomorphic vector-field Tg (= ∂

∂xg) is semi-complete.
Consider now a bounded linear operator Γ : X → X and let Γ̃ be

its lifting to Hol(D,X), i.e.,
(
Γ̃f

)
(x) = Γ(f(x)),

for each f ∈ Hol(D,X) and x ∈ D.
Note that the operators Γ̃ and Tg commute:

Tg Γ̃ = Γ̃Tg .

Indeed,

Tg

(
Γ̃f

)
(x) = D

(
Γ̃f

)
(x)g(x) = D(Γf)(x)g(x)

= Γ(Df(x)g(x)) = Γ̃ (Tgf) (x).

Since Tg is semi-complete, it follows that it is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of the linear semi-group S(t) of composition operators defined on
the space Hol(D,X) with the topology of locally uniform convergence
on D [FT-VE-80] by

S(t)f(x) = f(u(t, x)), (11)
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where u(t, x) is the solution of the Cauchy problem (10). On the other
hand [RS-SD-96],

S(t)f =
∞∑

k=0

(−1)k
tk

k!
T k

g f = exp [−tTg]f, t ≥ 0. (12)

Now if f satisfies equation (7), then it follows by (9) that

f ∈ Ker(Γ̃k − T k
g ).

Hence we obtain by the exponential formula (12) and (11),

f(u(t, ·)) =
∞∑

k=0

(−1)k
tk

k!
Γ̃kf = exp [−tΓ̃]f.

Thus for each x ∈ D,

exp [−tΓ]f(x) ∈ f(D), t ≥ 0.

By definition, this means that f(D) is a spiral-shaped set.
Conversely, assume that f(D) is a spiral-shaped set. Since f is a

biholomorphic mapping, we can define

u (t, x) := f−1 (exp [−tΓ]f (x)) ∈ D, t ≥ 0.

We then have

∂u(t, x)
∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=0+

= −[Df(x)]−1Γf(x) =: −g (x) (13)

and
u (0, x) = x.

Again it follows from Lemma 2 that the mapping g defined in (13)
(equivalently, (7)) is holomorphically accretive on D. This completes
the proof of Lemma 1.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Since in the one-dimensional case (X = C)
equation (5) reduces to (4) and the lifting mapping f 7→ f̂ preserves the
multiplication and differentiation operations (see, for example, [RW-
73]), Lemma 1 implies that assertions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Since
it is clear that (iii) implies (i), it is sufficient to show that (i) implies
(ii) or, equivalently, that the equation

Γf̂ (A) = Df̂ (A)g(A) (14)

implies equation (5) in the Banach space X = L(H) for the l-analytic
function f̂ : D → X.

Indeed, since the operator A = λI, λ ∈ ∆, I = IH , commutes with
any element in X we get by Theorem 10.36 in [RW-73] that

Γf̂ (λI) = f̂ ′ (λI) g (λI) ,

which leads to
f (λ) Γ (I) = f ′ (λ) g (λI) (15)

because
f̂ (λI) = f(λ)I. (16)

Let now l be a continuous linear functional on X such that l(I) =
‖l‖ = 1. Setting µ = l(Γ(I)) and h(λ) = l(g(λI)), we have by the
definitions of accretivity and strong accretivity, that <µ > 0 and
lims→1− inf <λ̄h(sλ) ≥ 0. The latter inequality means that h is holo-
morphically accretive on ∆. Hence (15) implies (ii) and the proof of
Theorem 1 is complete.

Note that if f(0) = 0, then one can prove that (ii) implies (i) by
using the subordination principle established in [FK-78].

Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1 it is enough to show that the set
f (∆) is star-shaped. Note that under our assumptions f ∈ Hol(∆, C)
is univalent on ∆ and has no null point in ∆.

Therefore the mapping h in (4) is also null point free. Now it follows
by Lemma 2 and a result of E. Berkson and H. Porta [BE-PH-78] that
h admits the representation

h(λ) = (λ − ω)(1 − λω̄)q(λ)
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for some ω ∈ ∂∆ and q ∈ Hol(∆, C) with <q ≥ 0 everywhere. Without
loss of generality one can set ω = 1. Then the latter equality can be
rewritten as

h(λ) = −q(λ)(1 − λ)2. (17)

Now we will show that

h (λ)
λ − 1

= (1 − λ) q (λ)

converges to a real number when λ approaches to 1 nontangentially:

λ ∈ Λ(1, α) = {λ ∈ ∆ :| λ − 1 |< α(1− | λ |)} , α > 1.

Indeed, since <q ≥ 0 everywhere, we have by the Riesz-Herglotz
formula

h(λ)
λ − 1

=
∫

∂∆

(1 − λ)
1 + λz̄

1 − λz̄
dm(z) + i(1 − λ)b,

where m is a positive measure on ∂∆ and b is a real number.
Since for λ ∈ Λ(1, α),

∣∣∣∣(1 − λ)
1 + λz̄

1 − λz̄

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2α,

we have by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem (see, for
example, [SL-67]) that

lim
λ→1,λ∈Λ

h(λ)
λ − 1

= lim
λ→1,λ∈Λ

(1 − λ)q(λ) = 2m(1) := β ≥ 0.

The latter limit is known as the angular derivative of h at 1 and it is
equal to the angular limit

lim
λ→1,λ∈Λ

h′ (λ) = β ≥ 0 (18)

(see, for example, [PC-75], Proposition 4.7).
Now we want to show that the number µ in equation (4) must be

equal to β, that is, µ is actually a real number.
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To this end, we write, by using equalities (4) and (17),

µf(λ) = −f ′(λ)(1 − λ)2q(λ) (19)

with
<q(λ) ≥ 0, λ ∈ ∆. (20)

We claim that the sink point τ must also equal 1. Indeed, it is known
[PC-92] that the isogonality of f at τ implies the so-called Visser-
Ostrowski condition, that is,

lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

(λ − τ )f ′(λ)
f(λ)

= 1. (21)

Hence if τ 6= 1, then we have by (19) and (21) that

µ = lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

[
−(1 − λ)2

q(λ)
λ − τ

]

= lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

(1 − τ )(τ − 1)τ τ̄
q(λ)
λ − τ

= |1 − τ |2 lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

τq(λ)
λ − τ

= |1 − τ |2 lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

q(λ)
λ
τ − 1

.

Setting λ = rτ, r ∈ (0, 1), and letting r tend to 1− we get

<µ = |1 − τ |2 lim
r→1−

<q(rτ )
r − 1

.

But this equality is impossible because of (20) and the strict in-
equality <µ > 0. Since we have reached a contradiction, we conclude
that τ = 1, as claimed.

Since we now have

µ
1

λ − 1
f(λ) = f ′(λ)(1 − λ)q(λ) = f ′(λ)

h(λ)
λ − 1

we see, by (21), that µ = β. To complete the proof, note that the set
G(∆) of all holomorphically accretive mappings on ∆ is a real cone.
Therefore we can rewrite now equation (4) in the form

f(λ) = f ′(λ)h1(λ),

where h1 = β−1h ∈ G(∆). Thus our assertion follows from the second
part of Lemma 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Remark 1. It is clear that if f is conformal at τ ∈ ∂∆, i. e., if
the angular derivative f ′(τ ) := limλ→τ,λ∈Λ f ′(λ) = a, a 6= 0,∞, then
f is isogonal and Theorem 2 applies. On the other hand, the proof
of Theorem 2 shows that it holds, in fact, for all those mappings that
satisfy the Visser-Ostrowski condition (21). This condition is much
weaker than isogonality and is equivalent to the following one:

lim
λ→τ,λ∈Λ

(λ − τ )f ′′(λ)
f ′(λ)

= 0. (22)

If we assume a somewhat stronger condition, namely,
∣∣∣∣
f ′′(λ)
f ′(λ)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ M < ∞, λ ∈ ∆, (23)

then we can show that µ = β by the following argument: Differentiating
equation (4), we obtain

µ − h′ (λ) =
f ′′ (λ)
f ′ (λ)

h (λ) . (24)

Since limλ→1,λ∈Λ h(λ) = 0, letting λ tend to 1 in (24) we get by (18)
that µ = β.

Remark 2. The proof of Theorem 2 also shows that it continues to
hold even if we weaken the Visser-Ostrowski condition and only assume
that the limit in (21) is real. In view of Theorem 7 in [EM-RS-SD-00],
this assumption is not only sufficient, but also necessary.
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